Business Case: Retrofitting of Existing Building
Support to Safety Retrofits and Environmental Upgrades in the Bangladeshi Ready-Made Garment (RMG) Sector
Safe Building by Retrofitting Measures
Building Retrofitting or upgrading of existing structures is
important to reduce the risk of injuries and fatalities, minimise the loss of goods and materials, as well as to avoid severe damage to production facilities. At the same time, reducing the building collapse risk may improve a company’s reputation among stakeholders and enable them to negotiate

Advantages of retrofitting at a glance:












Retrofitting helps to ensure that safety requirements of facilities are met to remain in business
without investing huge amount of money for new
buildings to comply with building code
Retrofitted buildings are more adaptable and suitable to existing activities or future activities and
are more comfortable.
Retrofitting can help organizations improve efficiency and operations.
Enhancing workplace safety attracts skilled workers and international clients.
Reduces risk of monetary losses from operational
shutdowns.
Improving building’s strength improves company’s
reputation among stakeholders.
Improves job security of the employees and workers.
Retrofitting can ensure the life safety of workers
and other staffs against natural disasters/collapse.

better business in the future.
If any structural members are identified to have gross design
inadequacies in terms of the requirements of strength limit
states or serviceability limit states as per the standard1, appropriate structural retrofit schemes shall be selected based
on international standard practice. Such deficiencies for primary load bearing elements, such as columns or for punching
shear capacity of flat plates, shall be remedied to at least have
design adequacy for the actual loading condition, the building
is being subjected to at the time of evaluation and also for
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loads that may reasonably be expected for the building during
its remaining life time. Lateral loads i.e. wind and earthquake
loads may also be reassessed considering that the code specified probability of exceedance of load for new structures with
full structure life is supposed to come down gradually for old
structures having lesser amount of remaining lifetime. Engineering judgment for any such reduction of lateral loads for
existing RMG factory buildings depending on the age of the
building should be conservatively made.
According to the Inspection and Corrective Action Plan (CAP)
by the inspection authority Department of Inspection for
Factory Establishment (DIFE), Accord on Fire and Building
Safety in Bangladesh or Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety, in existing factories, the overall structural integrity can be
identified and the necessity to retrofit a structure can be determined by conducting the Detailed Engineering Assessment (DEA). The DEA is a structural engineering investigation
which reports a building structure’s safety conditions. A DEA
is necessary when there is insufficient information and documentation on the building structure to determine its safety.
To prepare as-built drawing measuring all RCC and Steel
members, floor height, gridline, ferro scanning for rebar number, strip cutting at column, beam and slab for rebar size and
spacing confirmation, geotechnical investigation, concrete
core sample collection and test from authorized laboratory
like BUET2, rebar test, plate sample collection & test from
BUET & MIST. Regarding the foundation information verification, it is necessary to explore the foundation (at least three
no’s)3 to confirm the foundation’s size, thickness, depth etc.
After collecting the mentioned information, the model is prepared and analysis by finite element methods and details
calculation are done as per design guideline. If we find any
major structural members of the building are inadequate, we
then propose strengthening (retrofitting) of the structure. For
RCC building, retrofitting may be needed at the foundation,
column, grade beam, floor beam, or with the addition of shear
wall or bracing. Prefabricated steel buildings mainly fail due
to lateral loads like wind or earthquakes. Therefore, major
strengthening at steel building is needed by the addition of
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Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (2014), Accord on Fire
and Building Safety in Bangladesh (2014).

bracing (I-section or tube); it may also need retrofitting at
rafter, column, and connections of structural members etc.
designed as per standards4.
Retrofitting the existing buildings is one of the most environmentally friendly, economically competent and proven as an
efficient solution to ensure the building performance as per
the code standard and could help to prolong the life of the
existing building, especially to the RMG Industries. Thus, the
application of retrofit should be promoted across the construction and conservation industries to have complete sets of
detail data on the direct and indirect impacts of retrofit to the
environment, cost differences between retrofit with the normal construction of a building, cost of maintenances as well
as, the impacts to the end users and to the surround area of
retrofitted buildings.

Protect your building, lower your cost, safe
the human life
Since the retrofitting measures are applied only on small
portions/parts, the building finishes and functioning of facilities such as laboratories, etc. more or less remain undisturbed. This saves the cost of redoing all that in a new building. However, in moderate and warm climates, stand-alone
retrofit measures can be economic. The cost of retrofitting is
generally no more than 25% to 30% of the construction cost
of a new building. It is an economical option to reduce building vulnerability and provide safety to the occupants. The
building retrofitting systems not only protects employees and
saves lives; it provides a range of additional direct and indirect benefits for your company.
Direct Benefits
Better compliance with regulations and requirements of
buyers or brands

Non-compliance with the defined requirements can be a strong reason of
termination of all business activities with
the respective supplier’s factories. Building retrofits can give better compliance
guarantee to continue the business.

Improve building As per the standard it is required to ensure the live load carrying capacity at
load carrying
least 3 kN/sqm so that load carrying
capacity
capacity will increase.

Indirect Benefit:
Better
standing
with international
buyers
Image of
organization
increased
Satisfaction
of workers
and employee
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Increased lifetime of the building ensures
continuous risk-free operation hence return on investment is expected to be covered within a very short time. Though this
calculation is very much relative, still payback time could be 2 to 5 years maximum
depends upon the production.

The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) 360-10

Structural retrofitting brings safety and satisfaction
of all staffs and workers of the organization.

Calculating the Cost of a Building Retrofitting
The cost of a building retrofitting system depends on factors
such as the building type and construction, location of the
project, quantity of items needs to retrofit, types of items /
members need to retrofit, size of the member, floor height and
other surrounding conditions.
Type of Investment on
retrofitting
RCC column

Approx.
cost
(BDT)
68,000
/Unit

Analysis about the cost

RCC beam

82,000
/Unit

If RCC beam of 12”X15” to increase 4”
all around & 20 ft clear span (rebar:
8nos-d20mm, tie: d10mm @6” c/c).
Including all materials, chemicals,
labour charge & finishing.

RCC footing

138,000
/Unit

If RCC footing retrofitting of 6ftX6ft to
increase 2ft all around, 15” thick & 6 ft
depth from EGL (rebar: d20mm@6”
c/c), including all materials, chemicals,
labour charge, backfill, compaction,
floor casting & finishing.

Steel column

62,000
/Unit

If Steel column retrofitting of 150(8)
X250(5) mm to increase 250(6)
X250(5) mm, 12ft clear hight, including all materials, labour charge, finishing and painting.

Steel rafter

86,000
/Unit

If Steel rafter retrofitting of
150(8)X250(5) mm to increase
250(6)X350 (8) mm, 25ft clear span,
including all materials, labour charge,
scaffolding, finishing and painting.

Steel bracinginstallation

152,000/
Unit

If steel bracing installation at columns
of 20ft clear span, box type/ tube type
[150X5mm] X bracing with 20mm
gusset plate at centre, including all
mate-rials, nut bolt, labour charge,
scaffolding, finishing and painting.

Retrofitting ensures the life safety and
Enhanced life
safety and securi- security of the Organization
ty
Return on Investment

International buyers prefer suppliers, which meet not
only the legal requirements of the country but also
their own expectations. Lower building risks in a
company imply lower business risks for the international buyer.
Well retrofitted factory enhances image of the organization and management

If RCC column of 18”X18” to increase
4” all around & 12 ft floor hight (rebar:
12nos-d16mm, tie: d10mm @6” c/c),
including all materials, chemicals,
labour charge & finishing.

Detail cost estimation per unit volume is also given below –
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If the availability of funds is inadequate, then retrofitting can be done
in several phases over a period of time. This permits the factory to
continue functioning with temporary adjustments, within its premises. Since the retrofitting measures are applied only on small portions/parts, the building finishes and functioning of facilities such as
laboratories, etc. more or less remain undisturbed. This saves the cost
of redoing all of this in a new building.

Floor usage

 Basement floor: Fabric slotting area.
 Ground Floor: Finishing section,
General store, IT room etc.

Impact of Materials & Chemicals for strengthening
Cement

 1st Floor: Finishing Section, Packing
section, Iron section etc.

CEM 1 for super structure works & CEM 2 for substructure is use the works. Available brands of
cements can be use based on the manufacturing
valid documents.

 2nd Floor: Sewing Section, Toilet
etc.

Coarse aggregates

Use of stone aggregates having the gradation from
12mm to 20mm downgraded or combination of
gradations as per the strength requirements.

 3rd Floor: Office, Cutting Section,
Toilet etc.

Fine aggregates

Sylhet sand with fineness modulus (FM) having
range of 2.2 to 2.5 for major concrete construction.

 4thFloor: Sewing Section, Toilet etc.

Water

Portable water free from organic, grease, Alkali,
Acid, we prefer to use.

Re-bar

Both 413 MPa and 500 MPa grade steel deformed
bar we prefer to use based on the availability and
test quality as per ASTM A615 from the available
manufacturing company.

Construction
chemicals

Steel plate

Steel plate are used 345 MPa (ASTM A572 or A920)
strength Nip-pon plate

Fastener &
bolt

Fastener & bolt ASTM A 307 & A 325.

Anowara Cotton Limited is 8-storied RCC structure with one
basement floor. This building is located at 31, Issha Khan
Road, Narayangonj, Bangladesh. This building is an RCC structure having the Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame (OMRF).
Total area of the RCC building of Anowara Cotton Limited
(Factory Building) is about 39,920 sft. 8-storied building with
a basement floor. Where Floor area Basement Floor to Roof
Floor: 4,104 sft,/floor, 1st floor to Roof Floor: 4,477 sft /floor.
Structural System Reinforced concrete moment frames
Foundation Type Deep Foundation (cast-in-situ pile with
pile cap)
Construction
materials

 5thFloor: Iron section, QC section,
toilet etc.
 6thFloor: Accounts, Conference
room, Office Room etc.

Different chemicals are necessary at different level
of retrofitting like anchoring, bonding agent, microconcrete, ad-mixer, rapid hardener, and plasticizer.
We use these items from BASF, Conmix, Fosroc, Hilti,
Index, Dr. Fixit and other well-recognized brands, for
dosage & using procedure we follow instruction of
that individual brand.

Case Study Spotlight: ANOWARA COTTON
LTD, Narayangonj, Bangladesh

Concrete with stone aggregates (according to the test report),
Steel deformed bar as reinforcement,
Masonry brick for partition walls etc.

 7th Floor: Office Room, Conference
room, Toilet etc.
 Roof: Dining room, kitchen, Water
tank, Open to sky etc.

Implemented Measures
Anowara Cotton Limited engaged an efficient engineering
company for performing a structural integrity assessment
along with checking architectural and structural drawing of
the factory building. Based on the assessment, the building
has some adequate as well as inadequate factors. Most of the
slabs are inadequate for both existing gravity loads and
punching effect. The total punching area (Punching shear
arises when a concentrated load is applied to a small area of a
slab or, most commonly, the reaction of a column against a
slab. This effective area is known as Punching area) is 169 and
retrofitting done in 104 areas. It was recommended to rectify
all overstressed column according to proposed retrofit drawing. It was also recommended to maintain floor load as per
provided allowable live load layout plan. All the floor beams
and grade beams are adequate. Most of the columns were
inadequate. There were 238 total columns and 121 of them
needed retrofitting. For the Detail Engineering Assessment,
one of the key inputs is the concrete strength. They have
collected eight cores. We found equivalent concrete strength
is 1724 psi. The equivalent concrete strength has been calculated according to the code.5
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Major use of floors area as below:

American Concrete Institute (ACI) 318-08

It is recommended live load, concrete strength, rebar information etc. in the finite element model of this building. Considering the concrete strength suggested as per the guideline.

Figure: Investment Chart for the retrofitting

In the above chart it shows that Anowara has done some
mejor retrofittings at drop pannel 104 nos, columns 121 nos.
and Bracing Installation 9 nos.

As already mentioned, the retrofitting cost always depends on
Area, Design, Weather condition and the construction type, so
we cannot compare this cost with other building retrofitting
directly. Comparing to the Anowara Cotton Limited we might
get an average idea of the retrofitting cost. If the new construction cost as per the standard rate comes to BDT 2200 per
sqft, the retrofitting cost might be BDT 500 to BDT 600 per
sqft.
Retrofitting investment breakdown are as follows.

Pic 1: Drop Panel Jacketing for retrofitting

Pic 2: Drop Panel retrofitted

Investment cost of retrofitting
Retrofitting of the Column, Drop Panel and Steel Bracing is
around 5 months works. Anowara cotton has invested approximately 1.52 Crore. Thus retrofitted 121 nos of Column,
104 nos of Drop panel and 9 nos of steel Bracing.
The cost of a retrofitting at Anowara Cotton Limited depends
on factors such as the building type and construction. As per
the analysis of the retrofitting for this building, the cost comes
to BDT 350 per sqft, which is about 10 to 15 % cost of the
total construction cost.

Type of Investment

Approx. cost (BDT)6

Rebar

22 Lakh

Regular Concrete

10 Lakh

Apply Chemical Mold release agent

8 Lakh

Plaster Works

2 Lakh

Pipe props

6.5 Lakh

RCC Dismentaling Works

1 Lakh

Epoxy

11 Lakh

Micro concerte

50 Lakh

Testing & others

0.5 Lakh

Steel Retrofitting work (MS Plate & Nut
Bolt)

20 Lakh

Fabrication And Erection Of Steel
Structures

6 Lakh

Construction works

10 Lakh

Engineering/ Consultency Charge

5 Lakh

Approx total cost

1.52 Crore

Estimated Pay back period

1 to 5 years
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Proportionate cost for one large factory
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Key Steps Required for Implementation:




Work Description
1.

Survey (to collect as-built structural and
architectural data)
Testing
a. Non-Destructive Test
i. Ferro-scan. (to find out total
number of rebar used in a structural member)
b. Destructive Test
i. Core Test (to find out Concrete
compressive strength)
ii. Rebar Test (to find out rebar
yield strength)
iii. Strip Cutting (to find out dia of
rebar used in a structural member)
iv. Soil Test (to find out the soil
bearing capacity)
Drafting (Preparing as-built structural
and architectural drawing based on the
collected data)
Preparing analysis model, applying loads
and checking the adequacy of the structure.
Retrofitting
a. Preparing a retrofit analysis model.
b. Prepare a proposed retrofit drawing
based on the analysis results.
Preparing a Detail Engineering Assessment (DEA) report.
Submit and approve from authorized
firm.
Retrofit construction based on the proposed retrofit drawing. Anowara Cotton
Limited finished their retrofit construction work within 5 months.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Required Time
(Approximate)
8 days
30 days



Excavations



10 days
4 Days
8 days

3 Days
30 days
150 days

Safety Measures:
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Report to supervisor immediately if you notice any unsafe
condition. You should have a good understanding of your
working environment and the instructions given by your
supervisor. When evacuation is required in an emergency;
you should keep calm and find out what dangerous situation the alarm refers to.
The routes for evacuation.
The safe place that you should go to as designated by the
company. When someone is found seriously injured, you
should:
Accompany the injured person.
Assist in the immediate rescue work as soon as possible.
Call the site safety staff.
Do not tamper with the accident scene while waiting for the
arrival of the investigation team.
Put out the fire with a fire extinguisher if it is a small fire.
If the blaze is out of control, do not try to extinguish the fire
on your own. Call the Fire Services Department right away.
Always pay attention to the emergency telephone numbers
posted on the notice board in the site office.

FEMA 547 (2006)




Safety Measures during work7:





Before operating a machine, to ensure that the dangerous
part of the machine has been installed with a guard
Avoid to going to any area with insufficient lighting as there
may be some dangerous places which have not been provided with fencing.
Before using any electrical installation or tool, check the
condition of its electric cables.
Avoid of dragging electric cables on the ground or allowing
the cables to come into contact with water
Using electrical tools installed with an earth leakage circuit
breaker.
Using and handle chemicals with care.



Keep the fence on all sides of an excavation intact.
Use safe access for ingress and egress.
Do not pile soil or any other materials at the edge of an excavation.
Make sure that a trench is securely shored before working
in it.

Personal Protective Equipment
For safety, use the personal protective equipment provided by your
employer.

Wear gloves when handling or contacting chemicals.

Remember to wear a mask when working in a dusty environment.

Wear eye and ear protectors whenever necessary.

Wear a safety harness and secure it to a safe anchorage
point when working at height. A bamboo scaffold is not a
safe anchorage point, so do not fasten the safety harness to
it.

Wear safety shoes to prevent foot injury.

Wear a safety helmet on a construction site.

Keep the harness of the helmet clean and make sure that it
fits well.

Do not drill any holes on the helmet or use it for pounding.

Fire Risk
There is always a fire risk. However, the chances of fire can be reduced, and you will know what to do when a fire breaks out if you:

Always keep the workplace clean and tidy.

Handle machinery and tools that may generate sparks or
heat carefully.

Do not smoke or use naked flames in any area where flammable and explosive substances are stored.

Know where fire extinguishers are located and how they
are used.

Know the place of assembly for fire evacuation.

Conclusion:
During the Design stage, construction cost is also estimated
for retrofitting. Through the experience of retrofitting, the
cost is usually 25-30% comparing with new building construction. For retrofitting existing buildings, it is important to
take the current building situation and working activities of
people into consideration before and 8during construction. It
is recommended to conduct the building assessment at least
as soon as possible. Considering the above analysis, the following conclusions concerning sustainable retrofitting can be
made:














Main Feature of SREUP Credit Line
Normally Term Loan

Discount

Provision and possibility of 10%
discount from loaned amount

Loan Tenure
The retrofitting of an existing building is generally a more sustainable approach than its demolition and the construction of a new building.

3-5 years in general and in special case up to 7 years

Loan Limit

The retrofitting should aim to extend the remaining lifetime of the existing building as
much as possible.

Normally up to 1 Million Euro
and can be increased up to 3
Million Euro in special cases

Interest Rate

7% p.a. (maximum)

Grace period.

All issues are subject to agreement between borrower and
lender

During the design, the balance between the retrofitting impact and the mitigation of the operational impact should be found.

(Bangladesh National Building Code (BNBC). (2006)
American Concrete Institute (ACI) 318-08: Building
Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and Commentary Code.
American Concrete Institute (ACI) 562-13: Code Requirements for Evaluation, Repair, and Rehabilitation of
Concrete Buildings.
Uniform Building Code (UBC) 1997.
Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (2014)
The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh
(2014).
National Tripartite Plan of Action (NTPA) on Fire Safety
and Structural Integrity (2013)
International Labour Organization (ILO) - 2016. Remediation financing in Bangladesh’s read made garment
sector.



The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE 7-10): Minimum
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures.



The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) 36010: Specification for Structural Steel Buildings.
FEMA 547 (2006): Techniques for the Seismic Rehabilitation of Existing Buildings.



SREUP credit line could be a good source of financing for
such an investment.

Loan Type

Sources of technical support/expertise
used



Possible Sources for Financing

Debt: Equity Ratio
Repayment

Communal Photos of Retrofitting

Picture 3: Footing retrofitting
Retrofitting of foundation is required in one of the following
cases- (i) change of loads on the foundation by strengthening
the structure and (ii) the failure of the foundation itself.
Mainly strengthening of foundation is undertake by (a) introducing new load bearing member including foundation to relieve already loaded member by jacketing method. (b) Adding
strong element in the form of RC strip attached to existing
foundation part of building.
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Picture 4: Column jacketing for retrofitting
Jacketing of column consist of adding concrete with longitudinal and with transverse reinforcement around the existing
column. When jacketing is done, it is found that this type of
retrofitting improves the axial and shear strength of column.

Picture 6: Shear Wall Retrofitting
In structural engineering, a shear wall is a vertical element of a
seismic force resisting system that is designed to resist in-plane
lateral forces, typically wind and seismic loads.
Adding a shear wall is a good way to retrofit a structure which
is failed due to lateral forces.

Picture 5: Grade Beam Retrofitting
Strengthening of reinforced concrete beams is required due to
design errors, damage due to earthquake, accidents such as
collisions, bad execution process, etc.
Jacketing of RC beams is done by enlarging the existing cross
section with new layer of concrete that is reinforced with both
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement.

Picture 7: Truss Retrofitting
Steel structure instability is the most common reason of structure failure which is occurs due to earth quake and wind loads.
There are so many ways to make a steel structure stable like
inserting bracings, increasing the member section by adding or
replacing the steel members, etc.
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